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From your editor Chris Bobek:
What the heck is that white stuff? It can’t be snow already! Well, all good things
come and go, but we sure had a great flying season. We had great spring and fall
air shows. We had a lot of great times with good friends all summer. We helped
train a lot of new pilots and we have new members which makes it more fun for
all of us. We were in parades in Beulah and Frankfort this year supporting our
club and the Wounded Warrior Project.
Our fall air show was once again dedicated to the Wounded Warrior Project. We
all worked hard and once again and raised thousands of dollars for our injured
service men and women. A big thanks goes to Ed McIntosh who did an outstanding job promoting our event, putting articles in the paper and appearing on
TV and radio.
The end of the season was topped off with our annual party. Our club supplied
the hall and great chicken from Geno’s in Thompsonville. Everyone brought a
dish to pass and the food was wonderful. One highlight of the evening was a
video Ed McIntosh took when he helicoptered over Traverse City and the shoreline.
Summer is over but I look forward to doing some indoor flying with the guys and shooting the bull. Yeah,
flying is fun but so is gabbing with the guys.
Also, don’t forget our new monthly dinner-out. Sally
wrote an article our first one—hope to see you next
time!

Wanting to do some indoor
flying this winter, I asked the
guys which plane was the best
to get.

They all said the Ember2 is the
one I should get. I opened it
up and everything you could
possibly need was in the box.
Transmitter, batteries and
even the charger.

Came with a cute little remote charger and all batteries were included.
Fifteen minutes and I’m ready to fly!

Outdoor warm flying season has officially ended in Northern Michigan. I normally wouldn't want
to talk about my crashes during the outdoor season, but I need to share the results of my Polaris
crash. I thought it was great to see how the prop cut gouges into the fuselage and the prop ended
up buried into the vent. Attached are two photo's just how I found it on the ground. I plan to build
a new one this winter as this foamy was on most days a great plane to fly.
I'm now getting ready to fly in the Frankfort High School gym this late fall and winter. Doug and I
both built an indoor 24" Crack Yak. I wanted to fly a plane indoors that had ailerons and wanted
something that was high performance when I was ready to excel to do crazy things in the gym.
I have also finished my PT-19 and included a photo of it in this newsletter. I did fly it just once at
Thompsonville. It flew great in the air, but it does seam to land at a fast speed. I will have to get
the speed down in future landings next Spring.
Mark Harrison

Dinner Out
We had our first monthly dinner out at Geno’s in Thompsonville. Chris and I recommended this restaurant for the great ribs
they have on Thursday nights. Almost
everyone ordered the ribs, and no one
was disappointed! We were happy to be
joined by Fred and Judy Stafford, Jim and
Sandy Tyler, “Doc” and Ann Pepper, Todd
and Linda Mochmar and Bruce and
Kathy Leach. The dinners are going to
be monthly events to help us all through
the long winter. November’s dinner is being planned by Fred and Judy so watch your
email for time and location. It was also suggested we could get together for cards or
Scrabble one night—we’re on, any other takers????

Ed McIntosh is directly responsible for our
club receiving this award of $175.00.

